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What is your name?

Introductions
in the Chat

At which institution do you work?

What do you teach that uses QR?

Poll: Which of the following do you currently
do in your science courses to assess
quantitative reasoning skills? (Check all that apply).
 Ask students to interpret authentic data visualizations from the literature
 Ask students to create and explain their own tables and data visualizations
 Ask students to back up their claims using empirical data, including having them explain the
connection between their claim and the data
Ask students explain how scientific theories/principles relate to their evidence-based claims
Ask students to identify conditions in which their evidence-based claims do NOT apply
Ask students to identify assumptions in data analyses, estimates, and models
Ask students to analyze authentic data to address an unknown question
Ask students to explore an authentic contexts using data

What is
quantitative
reasoning?
Share your definition at slido.com, poll #804771.

“… capacity to identify and understand the role that
mathematics plays in the world, to make well-informed
mathematical judgements, and to engage in
mathematics in ways that meet the needs of the
individual’s current and future life as a constructive,
concerned, and reflective citizen” (Programme for International

Various
Definitions
of QR

Student Assessment [PISA], 2000)

“… an aggregate of skills, knowledge, beliefs, dispositions,
habits of mind, communication abilities, and problemsolving skills that people need to engage effectively in
everyday quantitative situations” (International Life Skills Survey,
2000)

“… comfort, competency, and ‘habit of mind’ in working
with numerical data as being as important in today's
highly quantitative society as reading and writing were in
previous generations … higher-order reasoning and critical
thinking skills needed to understand and to create
sophisticated arguments supported by quantitative data”
(National Numeracy Network, 2011)

Comment in
the Chat:
How are these
definitions
different or like
yours?
What do all our
definitions have
in common?

“… capacity to identify and understand the role that
mathematics plays in the world, to make well-informed
mathematical judgements, and to engage in mathematics in
ways that meet the needs of the individual’s current and future
life as a constructive, concerned, and reflective citizen”
(Programme for International Student Assessment [PISA],
2000)
“… an aggregate of skills, knowledge, beliefs, dispositions, habits
of mind, communication abilities, and problem-solving skills that
people need to engage effectively in everyday quantitative
situations” (International Life Skills Survey, 2000)
“… comfort, competency, and ‘habit of mind’ in working with
numerical data as being as important in today's highly
quantitative society as reading and writing were in previous
generations … higher-order reasoning and critical thinking skills
needed to understand and to create sophisticated arguments
supported by quantitative data” (National Numeracy Network,
2011)

American Association of Colleges
& Universities’ Definition
Quantitative reasoning = numeracy = quantitative literacy
“A ‘habit of mind,’ competency, and comfort in working with numerical data.
Individuals with strong QL skills possess the ability to reason and solve
quantitative problems from a wide array of authentic contexts and everyday
life situations.
◦ understand and can create sophisticated arguments supported by quantitative evidence
◦ can clearly communicate those arguments in a variety of formats using words, tables,
graphs, mathematical equations, etc., as appropriate.”

Implications of AACU’s Definition
of QR for Our Teaching
DEFINITION COMPONENTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

“A ‘habit of mind,’ competency, and comfort
in working with numerical data…”

- Engage students in QR often enough for it
to become a habit
- Attend to both skills (competency) and
affective domain (comfort, attitude, selfefficacy)

Implications of AACU’s Definition
of QR for Our Teaching
DEFINITION COMPONENTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

“Individuals with strong QL skills possess
the ability to reason and solve quantitative
problems from a wide array of authentic
contexts and everyday life situations.”

- Engage students in QR often.
- Attend to both skills and comfort.
- Use authentic contexts from our
disciplines; even better, use authentic data.
- Relate content to everyday life.

Implications of AACU’s Definition
of QR for Our Teaching
DEFINITION COMPONENTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

“… understand and can create
sophisticated arguments supported by
quantitative evidence...”

- Engage students in QR often.

◦ K-12 science and literacy teaches
argumentation through the CER model:
◦ Claim – make a claim
◦ Evidence (Grounds) – cite data supporting the
claim
◦ Reasoning (Warrant) – coordinate the claim
with the evidence through an explanation

- Attend to both skills and comfort.
- Use authentic contexts and real data.
- Relate content to everyday life.

Implications of AACU’s Definition
of QR for Our Teaching
DEFINITION COMPONENTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

“… understand and can create
sophisticated arguments supported by
quantitative evidence...”

- Engage students in QR often.

◦ Sophisticated argumentation is (Toulmin, 2013):
◦ CER plus …
◦ Backings – additional justifications for the
claim (theoretical)
◦ Rebuttals – identification of conditions when
claim is not valid
◦ Qualifiers – evaluations of the strength of any
of the above

- Attend to both skills and comfort.
- Use authentic contexts and real data.
- Relate content to everyday life.
- Attend to argumentation whole-heartedly.

Implications of AACU’s Definition
of QR for Our Teaching
DEFINITION COMPONENTS

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS

“… can clearly communicate those arguments in
a variety of formats using words, tables, graphs,
mathematical equations, etc., as appropriate...”

- Engage students in QR often.
- Attend to both skills and comfort.
- Use authentic contexts and real data.
- Relate content to everyday life.
- Attend to argumentation whole-heartedly.
- Engage students in:
◦ creating multiple representations of data,
◦ going between them, and
◦ using them in argumentation.

In break-out groups:
Reflecting on these
implications of the
AACU definition of QR,
what does this mean we
need to be testing/
evaluating/measuring,
to assess QR skills?
- 5 minutes
- identify a speaker

- Engage students in QR often.
- Attend to both skills and comfort.
- Use authentic contexts and real data.
- Relate content to everyday life.
- Attend to argumentation whole-heartedly.
- Engage students in:
◦ creating multiple representations of data,
◦ going between them, and
◦ using them in argumentation.

Measure students’ QR skills and their perceptions of
their skills.
◦ Student and instructor both evaluate a work sample
using the VALUE rubric. Debrief together.

What do the
implications of the
AACU definition of QR
mean we need to be
measuring?

Explicitly prompt and then evaluate students’
argumentation skills, referencing their and others’
data and analyses (CERBRQ).
◦ State a conclusion that is supported by the evidence
presented in Figure 1. Then, using your knowledge of
X, identify 2 conditions when that claim would not be
valid.

Compel students to analyze real data and provide
rationale for their analysis decisions.
◦ Given the attached dataset on XYZ, identify 2
questions that could be addressed with the data in
the dataset. Then do the appropriate analysis to
address the question of your choice. Explain why
you did the analysis you chose.

A basic model for measuring
impact of your curricular changes

Added some
Project EDDIE
modules

Course went
online

- Calculate % learning gain for each student, mean for course

Mean Learning Gain

- Beginning/end-of-course assessment

Time

Adjusted
online version

Poll: Which of the following might you
consider doing to assess quantitative
reasoning skills? (Check all that apply).
Ask students to interpret authentic data visualizations from the literature
 Ask students to create and explain their own tables and data visualizations
 Ask students to back up their claims using empirical data, including having them explain the
connection between their claim and the data
Ask students explain how scientific theories/principles relate to their evidence-based claims
Ask students to identify conditions in which their evidence-based claims do NOT apply
Ask students to identify assumptions in data analyses, estimates, and models
Ask students to analyze authentic data to address an unknown question
Ask students to explore an authentic contexts using data
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